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要 約

結合 오비탈올 線型式으로 連結하여 分子 오비탈율 만드는 方法 (linear combination of bond orbitals method, 
LCBO法)을 應用하여 할로겐화메탄(CH“Xi)과 이를 攻擊하는 原子 (或은 自由基) A와의 抽出反應(abstract이! 

reaction(가踊乂卜“+入-乂羽“乂鈔龍+乂씨에 對한 反應性을 硏究하려는 것이 이 論文의 目的이다. 이 反應의 活性化 
에네르기 €를 計算하려고 다음과 같£ 假定을 하였다.「CH”X4f 分子가 活性化複合物로 變할 때 그의 反應性 結合 

(reactive bond) C-X 에 있는 두 電子는 完全히 이 分子의 他。電子系로부터 分離된다.」이런 모델은 자미있는 

直感的인 觀念을 導引하게 되니 即 反應性結合과 그의 周圍에 있는 化學結合과의 相互作用에 依하여。電子系의 

反應性이 左右된 다는 것 이 다. 著者들의 理論的計算에 依하면 €는 다음 式으로 表示된 다.

3
f —f+ S Vc-if C-4 ⑴

Subscript C-i (£ = 1,2, 3)는 C 와 原子 i(i=H,Cl, Br,F, …)間의 化學結合을 表示하며 C-4 (4=C1, Br…)는 反慮 

性結合을 가르킨다. £ 는 上述한 바와 같이 完全分離狀態에 있는 C-4 結合과 攻擊原子 A 間의 假想的 反應의 活 

性化에네르기이며 死T, C-4 는 C-4 와 그의 周邊結合 C或 間의 相互作用에 依하여 安定化되는 에네르기를 表示한다 

結合強度와 兩立하는 ??値를 選出하여 0)式에 代入하면 次式이 誘導된다.

€ = £ + C-4 (2)
N 은 CH“Xi分子中에 있는 C-4 以外의 C-H 及 C-F結合들의 總數이다. 實驗値의 £를 N 에 對하여 圖示하면 

CHnCk-n+H—아ICl+CHnClgr, CH”X4f+NaTNaCl+CH”C13f, CH“Xi+NaTNaBr+CHnC13f 反應系들에 對 

하여 좋은 直線을 주니 (2)式이 實驗과 一致한다는 것이다.

Abstract

The linear combination of bond orbitals method is used to investigate the reactivity of halomethanes in 
abstraction reactions by atoms. The- activation energy is evaluated on the assumption that, in an activated 
complex, two electrons in a bond to be broken become completely isolated from the rest of the -electron 
systems. Such a model leads to an intuitively attractive concept that the interactions between the reactive bond 
and the neighboring bonds govern the reactivity of “-electron systems. The resulting equation for the activation 

energy, e, is:
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Here, subscript C-4 indicates the bond to be broken, while C-i represents the other three bonds surrounding 

the reactive bond; g is the activation energy of a hypothetical reaction of an isolated C-4 bond and an attacking 
atom; and g, j stems from the stabilizing interaction of C-4 bond with neighboring C-i bonds. A choice 

of rft consistent with bond strength data simplifies th한 above equation to a form

c-4
where N denotes the number of C-H plus C・F bond in halom으thanes. In agreement with this equation, exper

imental e-values increase linearly with increasing N.

J. Introduction

The reactivity of conjugated molecules in radical 
and ionic reactions is often examined<n on the basi읍 
of the localization energy theory<2), according to which 
energy required for localizing a ^-electron or electrons 
at the reaction center plays a decisive role in determ
ining reaction rates. Various successful exampl은⑷ 

indicate that the activated compl은x invoked here has 

a plausible structure. As it stands now, the localization 

energy theory is capable of treating jr-electron rea자「 

vities only. An extension to <F-electron cases is 
important, particularly in view of the fact that a 
unified ' theory is urgently needed to understand the 
reactivity of chemical compounds in general. The 

present paper attempts such an extension ⑸ by taking 

as a specific example the abstraction reaction involving 
halomethanes. The activated complex to be employed 
has essentially the same structure as in the s이ectron 
reactions. Because of the difference between the electron 

mobilities of the two systems, however, it is necessary 

to employ entirely different basis orbitals in represen

ting overall molecular eigenfunctions.

I. Activated com피ex

Schematically, t녀 abstraction reactions may be 

written as
1 1 1

2—c—44-A —* 2-------------------------------- —"A (1)
■ I •
3 3 3

where i(=l,2,3, and 4) denotes either hydrogen or 
halogen atoms. As the attacking species A approaches 
the reaction center, C-4 bond becomes weaker. In the 
vicinity of transition state where this reactive bond is 

at the verge of breakdown, two electrons in it become 
nearly uncoupled. When this happens, the unshared 
ele하ron close to the carbon atom resides in an orbital 

having nearly 2* 兀 character which, bee즌use of symm-^ 
etry property, interacts negligibly with the rest of <7- 
electron systems. These intuitions suggest an activated 
complex having a structure in which two electrons in 
a bond to be broken become is시ated from the rest 

^-electron systems.
To evaluate the energy of such a structure, it is 

necessary to presume a reasonable m시ecular eigenfun
ction. For this we recall that, in contrast to the ta 
electron systems where electron densities tend to spre서 

all over the molecular framework, the mobility of 
(r-electrons is mostly confined within the vicinity of a 
single bond. This suggests the use of an orbiUl 
strongly localized in each single bond. Such an °사)it헌 1 
is called a bond orbital ⑴ and has been successfully 
employed in the quantum mec&nic죠 1 investigation of 
paraffins. (6) (7) Denoting the bond orbiul of C-i bond 
as 4>c-i > we then represent the molecular orbital of 

halomethane in the initial state 즈s follows:
如서 i=l, …4 (2)

At the transition state, C-4 bond is missing; and th으 

summation goes。시y up to 3：

必=£C 讹-「=1,2,3 (3)
It is important at this point to realize that the 

number of allowed energy levels in. the variation 
treatment is the same with the number of basis 
functions in the molec니ar orbital; thus the use of 
bond orbitels leads to the completes to the molecular 
orbital theory of jc-electrons where a commcm practice 
of using atomic orbitals 皿니切 in th르 occupation of 
only a half of the allowed kvels. This fact drastically 
simplifies the eigenvalue evaluation in the <T-electran 

case. In fact, all of 어m forthcoming conclusions 
concerning the structural factors governing chemical 
reactivity also stem directly from this use of "nd 
orbitals. To emphasize these facts, the present use of 
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bond orbitals in investigating elementary reactions is 
called bond orbital theory of chemical rectivity.

1. Activation energy evaluation

In the evaluation of engenvalues associated with (2) 

and (3), there appear various matrix elements for 
which the following standard notation is employed:(7>

= 庇사腕顼比

S；/ = J如-祯jdr
The subscripts i and C-i are used interchangeably tQ 
denote the corresponding quantities for C-i bond. 

These matrix elements may be expressed in terms of 
ac-H Pc-Ht c-h» and 5, c-h\ which are th으 corr
esponding elements in unsubstituted methane, by using 
the usual following approximations:(2)

貽=&订依 tbah'= 
ai=ac-H+h?

where 

and h； is a constant determined by the relation

(%—aoQ/r=hi. We define X as follows:(2)

(aC-H — E) / (Rc-h，C-H‘ — Sc-H，C-H'aC-G)

=X/(1 — Sc-hch'X) (4)

the energy of the system; then the secular equation

i. e., X= (ac-H — E)/~ E being

to 寸 given by (2) becomes:

&X+h,為 B13 014
B12 023
色3 肱 峽"내3闻
B쇼 BL M sx+h』 

=0 (5)

where
毎=1—Sg-hhah'川

From (4),
口 XA
e*= oc-h —~一ry—r1—3c나" AH A*

=a《T •— r[X* +Sc-h. c-ff*X* 3+• ■ •]
Where Xt denotes one of the four roots of (5). Since 
all four energy levels are doubly occupied, the ground 
state, E), for the halomethane becomes:

E)=8ac-H—2rC呂Xjk+Swc-H’EX호 + …) (6)
The symmetric functions are elated to the 
coefficients of a polynomial, (장)

%X4+4]X3+a?X2+43X+%=0

(resulting from the expansion of (5)) by the equations:
£Xa=—커/a。

(7)

(8)

£X『= (aj2—2aoaa) 脆아
When these coefficients are evaluated, % becomes 

Eo=8oc-h+2t君 - Sc—h，ct/ 寫 )

-4Sc-h,c-h* »7 .工 會? ” OfOj
where the terms depending on the second and higher 
powers of Sc-h，c-h* are neglected. The corresponding 
equation for the energy, E*,  associated with (3) is:

E % = 6%+代+aq+2二却(亀」一支必c-H」黑)

-4Sc-H,c-n鱼 -역哄

where the term ac+cq represents energy of the two 

electrons in C-4 bond at the transition state.
In the above discussion, the C-4 bond is presumed 

to be completely isolated at the transition state from 
나le rest of /electron system. Strictly speaking, this 
is only true at the final stage of reactions; and in an 

actual case, some interaction is expected to operate 
between the C-4 and remaining <r-electron system even 
at the transition state. Because of this effect, experi
mental activation energy, e, is usually lower than 
E* —E° as indicated below:⑷

w=a(E*-Eo)-b  (9)

where a and b are constant expressible in terms of 
potential parameters involved in the reaction.

The use of (7) and (8) into (9) gives:

e = f + S VC-bC-4 (1。)
i=l

where
£=a (ac+收—2叱-矿~2了븡- + 2了&；*(:-/-日*一) —b 

死서，。4=a(4Sc-H，c5‘ ~*j( 。?：)

Equation (10) indicates that activation energy is 
governed by two quantities, £ and t卜 The former 
represents the activation energy of a hypothetical 
reaction of A with the C-4 bond, which is competely 

isolated from any molecular environment. The other 
term, i}, stems from the fact that in actual reactions 
the C-4 bond resides in a molecular environment, 
hence it undergoes interactions with a neighboring 
bond. For the reaction to take place, an extra amount 
of energy must be supplied to overcome such an inte
raction. For example, tqc-uc-4 represents this extra 
energy coining from the interaction between C-l and 
C-4 bonds.
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Comparison with experiments

An insight concerning the relative magnitude of 

various may obtained from some thermodyn
amic data. With a slight modification, the present 
method is also applicable in treating bond energy data.⑼ 

For example, it can be shown that

으 (叱-hqcz _ Vc-F>c-ci)=D(CHlC1) - 郎가七-이 
a

and
一 叱F,c-Br)=D(CH3—Br)—IXCCI3—Br) 

The first 小)is nearly zero, (10) while the second is as 
high as 19 kcals/mole. tn) This indicates that 如 

is about the same as 치but much larger 比죠n 

7c-CbC-4. In consistency with these considerations, we 

select the f시lowing simple 7：

where X' denotes Cl or Br atoms. Then, (10) takes 

be considered constant. Then, (11) predicts that € 
should increase linearly with increasing N.

Figure 1 demonstrates this linearity for thess re

actions:
CHQi+H —> HCl+CHnC13-n

Downward and upward arrows here are, respectively, 
used to indicate th은 data (⑵ ® reported to be the 

maximum and the minimum.
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a simple form： -
w=£+I物d，cT (11)

where N denotes the number of C-H plus C-F bonds 

in halomethanes. In a series of similar reactions in 

which both the attacking species and the atom to be

 I___________I___________ t - 
0__________12 3

N
Fig 1. Activation*  energy f for the reactions: CH„ 

C14-„ + H—HC1+CHnC13-B as a function of the 
number, N, o£ C-H bonds in halomethane.

-------------- i 2 3 
N

Fig 2. Actination energy < for the reactions; 
CHnX4_B+Na->NaCl +CHnCl3^ a function of 
the number, N, of C-H plus C-F bonds in 
halomethane.

Figure 2 shows the linearity for the reactions: 
CHnX4_„+Na^NaCl+CHnX3_„

where X indicates halogen atoms. The activation 
energies of the reactions, which are shown in Figure 
2 are evaluated by the flowing procedure: the 
difference, & in the activation energies for CHnX4_n 

and for CH3CI is first estimated by using an expression:

水=—RTln(k'/ko)

after making proper corrections for the symmetry 
change and assuming pre-exponential factors to be the 
same; the relative rates for CH”Xi and CH3CI, ¥/kg 
are taken from the remits of diffusion flame techni
que. <14)(15) (As to the absolute rates, a recent invest

igation indicates(16) that some corrections are necessary 
to these data; however the relative rates are not likely 
to be affected significantly.) The 水 thus estimated is 

converted to t usin옴 the information:<10)
Na+CHaCl -*  NaCl+CH3, A=9.8kca!s/mole

Figure 3 shows the same linearity for the reactions: 

CH/i+Na -*  NaBr+CHnXi
Here, values are similarly estimated from the da노 m 

the references. (뜨 a7)
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Fig 3. Activation energy e for the reactions:
CH^Xi+Na—NaBr+CHnCli

as a function of the number, N, of C-H 
plus C-F bonds in halomethane.

In all three cases, (11) agrees well with experimental 
data. It is indeed gratifying to observe that activation 
energy is expressible as a linear function of whole 
numbers.

The present method may be refined by carrying out 
theoretical calculations of the two parameters, 心 and
7). Such an investigation, currently being planned at 
the University of Utah, is expected to provide a 
further insight on the structural factors' which govern 
“•electron reactivities.
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